
The Elysium basin, one of the largest depositional basins on Mars, is the only one exhibiting direct geologic and topographic evidence of former water levels. Data have been presented previously that suggest the past existence of large standing bodies of water on Mars (Haberle, 1986; Carr et al., 1987; Goldspiel and Squyres, 1989). That the Elysium basin may have been the locus of an ephemeral sea or large lake has important climatic and biological implications. Ice-covered lakes could have held liquid water at 0 °C that may have significantly extended the period when biological habitats could persist (McKay et al., 1985; Wharton et al., 1987; McKay and Nedell, 1988). Gas-concentration mechanisms operating in these lakes could have enhanced atmospheric gases and provided a source of biologically important gases (principal CO₂ and N₂) as the Martian atmosphere thinned (McKay and Stoker, 1989).

Our study of the Elysium basin has two objectives, to determine (1) the maximum extent of the basin and (2) the former volume of water in the basin and the sources of this water. To fulfill the first objective and part of the second, we have compiled a preliminary map of the basin on nine 1:2,000,000-scale quadrangles to determine its maximum shoreline on the basis of geologic indicators. To fulfill the second objective, we are examining and mapping source channels in the circumbasin materials. Our final products will be a geologic map and a physiographic-topographic map, both showing the entire basin at 1:5,000,000 scale. The second map, compiled on a new topographic base (U.S. Geological Survey, in press and work in progress in the Memnonia and Amazonis subquadrangles) shows former shorelines, basin extent, and drainage channels.

Our study indicates that the highest shoreline of the basin lay between 1,000 and 500 m below the Martian datum. Etched lava flows having parallel terraces occur at lat 2° S., long 197° (Viking Orbiter image 725A21) near an elevation of -1,000 m. Eroded possible shoreline material is found near lat 1° N., long 184° at an approximate elevation of -500 m. Two spillways are observed that lead into northern Amazonis Planitia at about lat 24° N., long 176° (Viking Orbiter image 545A22); these spillways lie above an elevation of -1,000 m. (A southern spillway lies at about lat 10° N., long 175°.) Because the deepest part of the basin lies below an elevation of -2,000 m, water depth may have been as great as 1,500 m.

Was the Elysium basin an intermittent or a persistent lake system? Three different ages of inflow from channel systems into the area suggest that a lake recurred in the basin. Initially, before the formation of the basin and the Elysium volcanic rise, many small, dendritic channels of probable Noachian age drained from the highlands into a broad lowland plain. During the Hesperian, after the basin had become well defined, large outflow channels such as Ma'adim and Al-qahira Valles funneled highland waters into the basin (Scott et al., 1978; Greeley and Guest, 1987). Finally, lake filling in Amazonian time is indicated by several lines of evidence. (1) Amazonian-Hesperian volcanic flows of Apollinaris Patera blocked the mouth of Ma’adim Vallis, and later sapping fluids cut around Apollinaris and flowed out into the basin. (2) Channels within the Amazonian Medusae Fossae

Formation drained toward the basin. (3) Fluids flowed into the basin from the north, cutting streamlined features into Amazonian volcanic flows of the Elysium rise at lat 9° N., long 204° (Viking Orbiter image 883A30).

Simple life forms may have evolved on Mars during a more hospitable climate in the ancient past. If such life had developed the capability to remain dormant for extremely long periods until conditions for metabolism were favorable, biologic activity may have been reawakened (McKay and Stoker, 1989). Our evidence for episodic lake filling in the Elysium basin throughout much of Martian history provides a mechanism for possible periodic biologic activity, perhaps even close to the present.
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